TELPEF Minutes  
CEB 315, 2:00 – 3:00 pm  
12.13.16

Committee Members - Genie Burkett, Nancy Brown, Katrina Harris, Jeff Gelfer, Scott Loe, Monica Moreno, Conrad Oh, Lois Paretti, Linda Quinn, Ed Ronca, Allison Smith, Tracy Spies, Joe Morgan, Doris Watson, and Shaoan Zhang

I. Welcome – Watson

Present – Nancy Brown (Proxy Katrina Harris), Jeff Gelfer, Scott Loe, Monica Moreno, Conrad Oh, Lois Paretti, Linda Quinn (Proxy Ed Ronca) Allison Smith, Tracy Spies, Joe Morgan), Doris Watson, Genie Burkett, Shaoan Zhang Absent – Scott Loe

II. Approval of Minutes – Linda (motion); Lois - Approved
   a. 10.11.16.16

III. T & L – Jeff Shih
   a. Sport and Physical Activity – Discussion of classes and program; Jeff (motion); Shaoan (second); unanimous approval* Following meeting NV DOE found course delinquencies – program and courses will return.

IV. ECS – Joe Morgan
   a. The program clean-up of pre-reqs that had stalled in TELPEF the year prior. No major changes. Linda (motion); Nancy (second); unanimous approved

V. Holmes Scholar Selection – Nathan Slife
   a. Nathan discussed the nominees for the Holmes Scholar.

VI. Other – upcoming CEEDAR meeting; parent involvement course SPED

VII. Adjourn

VIII. Next Meeting - Feb. 14, 2017
   a. March 14, 2017
   b. April 11, 2017
   c. May 9, 2017